A NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

The addresses by Presidents Van Hise and James, published in the August 16 issue of SCIENCE, splendidly set forth the facilities in Washington for advanced study and the reasons for a really national university. The administrative and physical organization, and also the national purposes of the proposed institution, need broad discussion.

Though its promoters might conceive the projected institution as snugly centered in a building beside or as a part of the Bureau of Education, with students directed to attend lectures in one room in each of a few scores of governmental bureaus, and working in the bureau laboratories under the seasoned government scientists, that could not be more than its preliminary stage. The mere name, "University of the United States," backed by the reputation of the scientific bureaus and libraries of Washington, would soon bring such a flood of American and foreign students that the snug executive office would be overwhelmed and the bureaus would be in revolt.

A national university at Washington must be a physical university, with existing bureaus only as adjuncts. History will prove the statement that bureau scientists and equipment can be used only incidentally. Men in charge of research and administrative science, applied to the increasing of production, to policing under pure food inspection or quarantine and other laws, to surveying natural resources, to administering public forest and other business, to promoting the public health, and even to administering educational and gen-